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A CdS transducer was evaporated on the square end

of a 5x 5x 20-mm, dislocation-free silicon crystal,
with the long edge parallel to [111]. Longitudinal [111]

phonons were piezoelectrically excited at xoom temper-
ature in CdS by applying an rf field (v = 0.9 6Hz} by
means of a point contact technique. Cu-An x-ray radia-
tion (A. =1.54 A) was used in this experiment, for which
pt ~ 70. It was found that the anomalously diffxacted
beam from the (220) planes was x'educed by 16~/o when
phonons were present. No satellites were found on the
wings of the (220) diffraction peak. It was also found
that the (220) Bxagg case diffraction profile, obtained
from the square end opposite to that on which the CdS
transducer was evaporated, did not show any effect in
the presence of phonons. The latter observation is a
further confirmation of the superior sensitivity of anom-
alolls transmission with respect to BrRgg cRSe dlffrRc-
tion. This experiment was performed by one of us
(R.C.} in collaboration with W. Arnold and A. Freund,
at the Max-Planck and the Laue-Langevin Institutes in
Grenoble, France.

R. Kohler, W. Marbling, and H. Peibst, Phys. Status
Solidi 41, 75 (1970). The same theory can be used for
interpreting our results obtained in the Bragg case (see
Hef. 1).
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Properties of the nematic-isotropic phase transition in surface-aligned nematic films
are calculated using the Landau-de Gennes theory. It is shown that there is a cx'itical
thickness 8 of the filxn below which the transition from the nelTlatic phase to the isotx'op-
ic phase becomes continuous. At the critical thickness the transition is second order
and exhibits critical behavior. For N-[e-methoxybexlzylidine]-p-butylaniline, D is calcu-
lated to be about 1000 ~, and the critical temperature is 0.17 K above the bulk first-or-
der transition temperature. Magnetic and dimensional effects are discussed.

Surface alignment' has been widely used to ob-
tain uniform or other desired director configura-
tions in liquid-crystal cells made for display or
measurement purposes. There are various align-
ment techniques involving different treatments of
the solid surface such as chemical etching, ' coat-
ing with lecithin, ' adsorption of organic surfactant
additives, ' unidirectional rubbing, ' or the oblique
evaporation method. ' However, regardless of the
technique, in the uniform. parallel or perpendicu-
lar orientation (as opposed to random para. ilei
orientation) surface alignment always produces
an ordered layer at the solid-liquid crystal inter-
face. This order is then transmitted to the bulk
liquid crystal by elastic forces. In this Letter, I
use the Landau —de Gennes theory to calculate the
properties of the nematic-isotropic phase transi-
tion in surface-aligned nematic films. It is shown

that there exists a critical thickness of the film,
of the order of 1000 A for typical liquid crystals,
below which the transition is continuous. At the
critical thickness the transition is second order
and exhibits critical behavior.

Consider a nematic film of uniform thickness D
with its normal along the z axis. The solid-liquid
crystal interface is defined as z =0, and the free
surface of the film is at z =D. The microscopic
order parameter' S of the nematic liquid crystal,
with its value lying between 0 and 1, is defined as
the spatial average of P,(cose), where 8 is the an-
gj.e between the long axis of the molecule and the
director, and I', denotes Legendre polynominal of
second order. The nematic director has to be
uniform throughout the film since one surface is
free. In terms of the order parameter, the Lan-
dau-de Gennes free-energy density y for uniform
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director configuration is given by'

q= y, +f(S)+L(VS)',

f(S) = a(T T*-)s'+ Bs'+ CS',

(1)

(2)

given by

, --=—F(s,)+2 f'[F(s) —F(s,)J'"ds, (v)
AQTg E0 E O Sy

where T is the temperature, y0 is a constant,
and a, 7.'*, 8, C, and I, are material parameters
which can be detex'mined from thermodynamic
properties and fluctuation phenomena of the ne-
matic liquid crystal. In Eq. (3), the power of the
quantity (T —T*) is assumed to be 1 since there
is evidence that this gives the cox'lect pretraIlsi-
tional behavior. ' At z = 0, the chemical or physi-
cal nature of the treated solid surface defines a
preferred direction of alignment for nematic
molecules. ~ This substrate-alignment effect, the
magnitude of which depends on the strength of
substrate-liquid crystal interaction, serves to
produce an ordered layer of liquid crystal mole-
cules at the interface. For simplicity, in the fol-
lowing we eonsidex the case where the nematic
molecules are strongly anchored to the solid sub-
strate (such as by silane coupling agents) with S
= 1 at the interface. 'o At finite z the thermal
equilibrium value of S(z) is obtained by minimiz-
ing the total free energy 4 of the system, given
as the volume integral of q. The minimization of
C with respect to the functional form of S(z) re-
quires that the correct S(z) satisfies the Euler
equation, By/as= V [By/S(VS)]. Since the system
is uniform in the x and y directions, the Euler
equation can be integrated once to obtain

L(dS/dz)'=f(S)+fC,

where the constant K ean be determined by ob-
serving that, since z =D is a free sux"face, the
transversality condition" of variable endpoint
problems in variational calculus requires

ds/dz J, I, =O.

Combining Eqs. (3) and (4) yields

$,'(ds!dz)'= F(S) —F(s,),

(3)

D ' ds.. IF(S)-F(S,)] ' (6)

The corx'esponding free energy of the system is

where ],—= (L/aT„')'" is the correlation length be-
low which there can be no large variation in the
value of S, T~' is the bulk first-order transition
temperature, F(s) =f(S)!aT„', and S—

~ is the value
of 8 at the free surface z = D.

For a given film thickness D, the value of 8„
can be determined from Eq. (5) as

where A is the area of the sample. When there
is more than one solution to Eq. (6), the results
must be substituted into Eq. (7) to select the one
solution that gives the lowest free energy. Once

S, is determined, S(z) can be calculated from the
equation

ds

, .& i F{S)—F(S.)l'"
In the special case of D = ~, Equation (7) gives
the free energy density of the system as 4./V
=aTz'F(s, ) and the solution of Eq. (6) yields val-
ues of 8, that are the locations of local extrema
of F(S). This is obvious since the integral of Eq.
{6)diverges Iogarithmically when F'(S,) = 0. The
value of S~ in this case, as required by the mini-
mization of free energy, is therefore given by the
location of the absolute minimum of F(S). We can
thus recover the e:expected bulk behavior from
Eqs. (6) and (7).

When the film has a finite thickness, the calcu-
lation is ca,rried out numerically. In the following
I will use the measured values" of g = 0.045 J
cm ' K ', 9=0.197 J cm ', {.=0.307 J cm ', 7'~
= 318.3 K, and Tz' = 319 K for N-[p-methoxybenz-
ylidine] -P -butylaniline (MBBA) in my ca,lculation,
Figure I gives the vax'iation of S~ as a function of
temperature for various film thicknesses. It can
be seen that significant modification of the phase
transition occurs when the film thickness is be-
low 150(o. There is a critical thickness, in this
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FIG, 1, The variation of S Rs R fLlnctlon of tempera-
ture for different film thicknesses. The dashed line is
'the coexlsteIlce corve.
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FIG. 3. The variation of the specific heat per unit
area as a function of temperature. The divergence at
T=Tz' is proportional to jT-Tz'I

FIG. 2. The variation of S as a function of z for D
=150(p, The lower curve shows S(z) just above the
transition temperature and the upper curve shows S(z)
just below the transition temperature.

In Fig. 3 the specific heat is plotted as a function
of temperature for D=D'. It is calculated that C
diverges at the critical temperature as C —

i
T

—T„'i "'. If the temperature is fixed at T„', the
divergence of C as a function of film thickness is
found to be iD —D'[ "'.

The magnetic effects can be similarly calculat-
ed by including the term' —rs)(SH', 3 in f(S), Eq.
(2). Here H is the strength of the magnetic field
along the nematic director and AX is the diamag-
netic anisotropy. Calculation shows that dSb/dH'
diverges as [ T —Tz'i "' for D = D'. Since the
Cotton-Mouton coefficient C~ for the magnetic
birefringence effect can be expressed as a func-
tion of dS, dH', it is expected that C„would sim-
ilarly diverge. Calculation also shows that D',
T„', and S' are monotonically increasing func-
tions of ll. Therefore, the critical point in Fig.
1 is actually the endpoint of a line of critical
points in the El-D-T space. For a sufficiently
strong magnetic field, of the order of 10' Qe for
MBBA, D' diverges. In this case one has a criti-
cal point in the H-T surface for bulk liquid crys-
tal, "and it can be shown there that the coexis-
tence curve satisfies the law of rectilinear diam-
eter.

It is well known that the values of the critical
exponents in real materials differ from those pre-
dicted by the Landau or mean-field-type theo-
ries. " In the present case although there is evi-
dence that the Landau —de Gennes theory gives the
correct exponent behavior for pretransitional phe-
nomena in nematic-isotropic phase transitions,
the lack of exact correspondence between the pres-
ent critical point and other known critical points

case D'= 97.78(„below which the transition is
continuous. Since (0 is typically' 10 A, D' is
therefore in the order of 1000 A. At the critical
thickness the transition is second order with a
critical temperature ZE'= T~'+ 0.171 K. Near the
critical point the temperature dependence of Sb is
found to be (S, —S,') ~(T —T~')"', where S,'
=0.138. The cirtical point shown in Fig. 1 is
somewhat similar to the gas-liquid critical point.
However, there is an important difference in that
the law of rectilinear diameter is not satisfied
for the present case. ' The variation of the order
parameter as a function of z is shown in Fig. 2

for the case of D=150(0 at the transition tempera-
ture. The two curves show S(a) just before and
after the transition has occurred.

The specific heat C of the system can be ob-
tained directly from Eq. (7):

(S2 —S 2)2dS

, [E(S)- F(S,)]'i' ' (10)

s (S —S5 )dS

[ F(S) —F(S,)]"' '

z= [F(1)—E(s,)] '"
1 ' E'(S) —E'(S,)

2, , [F(s) —E(s,) J"' (12)

C T~~4 & 1, I
=a~, , S, + F'(S,) ~, (9)—
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precludes a ready prediction for the values of the
critical exponents in real situations. Moreover,
it has been recognized that the values of the criti-
cal exponents are dependent on the dimensionality
of the system. ' For the nematic film at D = D',
it is reasonable to expect that at temperatures
far away from T„' the correlation length of order
parameter fluctuations is small compared to D',
and therefore the system exhibits three-dimen-
sional behavior. However, when T is sufficiently
close to T„', the correlation length can exceed
D', and the system should exhibit two-dimension-
al critical behavior. It follows that there is a
transition from three-dimensional behavior to
two-dimensional behavior as the critical point is
approached. Under the assumption that the criti-
cal length grows as $, [ T —TE') "' and t, =10 A,
such a transition is expected to occur at about
0.01 K from T~'. Experimental investigation of
these predicted phenomena would be not only in-
teresting in itself but also helpful in providing
further insights into cooperative effects in thin
nematic films and the nature of solid-liquid crys-
tal interaction.
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The phonon density of states of amporphous Si„Ge& „alloys has been calculated for the
entire range of concentrations. My calculation is based on the cluster Bethe lattice ap-
proximation in which the Bethe lattice leaves out everything but the short-range order.
Effects of like-atom and unlike-atom bonds are studied. Localized resonant and extend-
ed states are identified.

The study of the vibrational properties of non-
crystalline materials~morphous serniconduc-
tors, ' glasses, ' mixed-crystals, ' and alloys" —is
of great current interest. The main experimental
tool, Raman scattering, gives information about
phonon density of states in the entire frequency
range. ' As an example, analysis of Raman spec-
tra has identified the presence of homonuclear
bonds' in amorphous SiC. It has also been used
to obtain information on coordination, topological

arrangement, and bonding character of some
chalcogenide glasses, ' "as well as local modes
in covalent crystalline semiconducting alloys. '
Finally, it has been used to obtain information
about the phonon density of states of amorphous
semiconductors' ' and their alloys. "

In spite of the richness of the experimental da-
ta, the theoretical situation is not very satisfac-
tory. Most of the work"" is concerned with ho-
mopolar amorphous semiconductors.
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